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New coffee bags
Looking oh so good!

Our new stand-up pouches available 
now for all coffees: 
  > kraft paper outer
  > one-way valve for freshness
  > ziplock resealable strip
  > new labels

But same great coffee of course.

Weigh more value
for small producers

in Tanzania
You can't do your job properly without 
the right tools.  We continue to believe
in our farmers, and continue to invest 
in our relationships with them in order 
to improve their livelihoods, and
improve your coffee.  

These new weighing scales allow them
to do more of the process in their village,
adding more value to their crop. 
In the past we have invested in pulpers 
for the same reason, and now when 
they have dried and sorted the beans 
they can bag and weigh them ready to 
go to town for the final milling. 

EA have bought seven scales, and the 
necessary government calibration 
certificates for the seven villages in 
Mweka, Kilimanjaro. 

When Ian visits later this year we'll 
make sure he weighs something and
sends us all a photo!

Jacutinga photos,  Brazil crops arriving, 
and Colombia . . . .

News for next time...

 
One of our passions at home and 
overseas has always been to find 
affordable and practical ways to 
minimise our environmental impact 
and reduce single-use plastics. 

As you may know we already do a lot, 
but recently we've been able to do 
more, and have some further creative 
ideas in the pipeline. 

You can read a lot online about the 
overseas work on forest preservation, 
and water reduction. 

But for EA in the UK here's a reminder 
of what we do, and some new ideas:  

  > all take-out supplies are plastic-free, 
       compostable / biodegradable

  > re-use packaging where possible

  > return packaging to suppliers for 
        re-use e.g. polystyrene

  > courier service soon to use paper 
        labels instead of plastic windows

  > packing tape switching to kraft 
        paper not plastic

  > bulk paper sack option to reduce 
        packaging on coffee

  > new trial soon of re-usable 
        containers = zero packaging

  > in discussion with waste company 
        about better recycling and zero 
        landfill options 

If you have more ideas for us, even 
better . . . please share. 

 

A true check on 
provenance and 
transparency of the 
supply process, we 
are pleased to 
have been 
awarded the 
GOLD STANDARD

happerley.co.uk

Happerley
Gold

Measuring our impact
on the environment
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Weights and Measures


